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Abstrak
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Abstract

The use of social media is a growing phenomenon which is becoming increasingly important in both private lives and the academic world. Social media are used as tools to enable users to have social interaction. The use of social media complements and enhances teaching in traditional classrooms. For example, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter provide a huge amount of material on a wide range of subjects. This study examined three possible explanations based on the Media Ecology Theory: – first, male student perceptions of social media that can contribute to the learning process; second, social media can influence male student behaviour in the learning process; and third, male students’ experiences of the social media could help to enhance the learning process. In order to achieve the objectives of this research a survey was conducted among Iraqi male students at different secondary schools in the area of Third Baghdad Al-Rasafa. The survey asked the students how social media in the classroom have changed their perceptions, experiences and behaviours in the classroom. It also explored the social media tools that might have an influence on teaching and learning styles. The type of data collected was quantitative. This study would motivate the use of social media that may contribute to enhance the learning process in secondary schools in Iraq. The analysis and interpretation of the study may be used for the improvement of the learning policies by using social media. The findings of this study showed that male students had benefited from the use of social media in the classroom. The majority of the respondents concluded that social media can help them better understand their work by enhancing their perceptions, experiences and behaviours in the classroom. This would enhance the learning process in Iraq.

Keywords: Media Ecology Theory, Perception, Behaviour, Experience.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) is widely seen as a motor to foster 21st century skills in nearly all education-related fields, especially schools (Busch et al., 2011; Sincar, 2013). It has been ubiquitous in today’s daily lives of not only children’s and adolescents, but also it has been adopted by nearly all school subjects, into academic discussion and debates. School students who are known as “digital natives” (Kretschmann, 2015) have been dealing with ICT as part of their lifestyle and even expecting it to serve as a surrounding resource throughout their educational and professional career (Aijan, Beninger, & Crittenden, 2014; Prensky, 2008).

Over the past five years, social media has become one of the most prominent genres of social software, popularised by Myspace and Facebook. Each tool has been used by hundreds of millions of users. They provide spaces for online conversations and sharing of content. They operate typically by maintaining and sharing profiles, in which individual users can represent themselves to their stakeholders through the details of such as personal information, interests, photographs, and social media tools. Through the profiles, users of social media could decide on whether to make friends or not. When users are familiar with the concept, they could personalize their page setting (Selwyn, 2009).

With such features task, social media has become very common nowadays, making a big number of people utilize them for various reasons. Eventually, the social media advocates say that if you are not on social media, you are not alive (Kretschmann, 2015).
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